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1. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

tables and more particularly to the supporting 
Structure thereof. 
In its present form the invention discloses a 

Split or extension top table that is supported 
upon and Secured to tubular rails having integral 
depending legs. The legs are braced against 
appreciable flexing in any direction with respect 
to the top through the use of wish-bone like 
bracing. 

In the manufacture of light weight general 
utility tables, such as used in dining rooms, 
kitchens and restaurants, it has been the effort 
of manufacturers to produce a table of such 
Weight and proportions as to permit convenient 
placement, adjustment, and general disposition 
by a user. Many tables of this type have here 
tofore been offered to the public, but the very 
fact that. Such tables were light weight rendered 
them unsteady in the sense that there was al 
ways considerable flexing of legs, supports, or 
even other parts. Tubular supports or frames 
for tables, although of trim proportions and light 
Weight, have been somewhat unsuitable and 
generally did not provide necessary rigidity un 
der ordinary conditions of use. In connection 
with this classification of tables, it will be under 
stood that tables of the more ornamental type, 
not intended to receive or sustain any appre 
ciable weight in use, are not within the cate 
gory to which the present invention relates. 

It is a purpose and object of the present in 
vention to provide a light weight table that is 
Sufficiently Sturdy and rugged to stand up under 
all usual conditions of use. 

It is another object of the invention to pro 
vide a table that, by reason of its simple struc 
ture, eliminates a considerable amount of the 
objectionable under supports and thus provides 
adequate leg room for a user. 
A further object of the invention lies in the . 

provision of a table that includes a solid or split 
top Supported on tubular members that are of 
Such simple design and arrangement as to great 
ly reduce the cost of manufacture thereof. 
Another and important object of the inven 

tion lies in the provision of a table supporting 
Structure that comprises a minimum number of 
parts without sacrificing rigidity, such parts be 
ing So designed as to render them easily manu 
factured and assembled. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be more fully understood from a consider 
ation of the following specification, taken in con 
junction with the accompanying drawing; and 
in which 
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Fig. 1 is a side elevation of an extension table 

having supporting structure embodying one form 
of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the structure shown 
in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary bottom plan view 
showing the arrangement of combined leg and 
rails, and bracing therefor; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary side eleva 
tional view of the table supporting structure, a 
portion thereof being sectioned to disclose means 
for securing the supporting rails to the table top; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary elevational 
view showing a detailed Section of the Inanner 
of securing the wish-bone brace to the legs; and 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged, fragmentary Sectional 
view taken substantially on the line 6-6 of 
Fig. 4. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, 
the reference numeral O is employed to generally 
designate an extension type table in which the 
supporting structure, forming the invention, is 
embodied. It will be understood that the dis 
closure of an extension type table in nowise limits 
the invention, since the Supporting Structure 
hereinafter described is equally applicable to a 
solid top table and Would consist of an even 
lesser number of parts in Such use. In the pres 
ent disclosure, the top consists of two panels 
and 2. For the purpose of providing a trim 
appearance, the exposed margins of the panels 
it and 2 are each formed with a depending 
lip. Secured to the under face of the panel, in 
abutment with the inner edge of the lip, is a 
strip-like filler 4 that is of a length substantially 
as Suggested by the dotted line in Fig. 4. This 
filler does not quite equal the depth of lip in 
order that the meeting edges of the top sup 
porting tubular rails, hereinafter described, may 
be properly concealed. The top panels f and 
2 are connected and rendered extendable in any 

suitable manner, as by sets of conventional table 
extension slides 6. 
The panels f and 2 are mounted on identical 

Supporting units and, consequently, only one such 
unit will be described in detail. A tubular rail 

is joined to the under face of each side of the 
panel. This member terminates flush with the 
panel's inner end and is secured to the filler f4 
and panel by two or more screws 8, the heads 
9 of which are countersunk into the under face 

of the tube to provide a Smooth and finished ap 
pearance. In Fig. 6, it will be noted that the 
meeting surfaces of the rail and filler 4 are 
concealed by the lip of the panel. Somewhat 
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beyond the lengthwise center of the panel, the 
rail is formed with a curved portion 21 which 
continues downwardly at an incline to form leg 
22. The end 23 of the leg is within the length 
Wise and lateral limits of the panel and therefore 
does not constitute any obstructing projection 
when the table is in use. Inasmuch as the legs 
22 are of comparatively light weight tubing, it 
is evident that without bracing they would be 
relatively weak. In the present disclosure, a 
wish-bone like brace 24 is provided. The central 
portion or bow 26 of the brace is Secured by a 
screw 27 to the under surface of the panel. The 
arms 28 of the brace extend at at angle inwardly 
of the panel end and terminate in straightened 
end portions 29. Each of the legs 22, just be 
neath the curved portion 2 , is formed With an 
opening 3 of a diameter to receive the brace end 
29. The end 29 projects well into the interior of 
the leg and is internally threaded to receive the 
end of a screw 32 that projects into the leg from 
the opposite face thereof. The screw 32 is coun 
tersunk in order that it may present a trim and 
smooth finish to this structural part. After 
mounting the top panel on a pair of rails 7 and 
securing the brace 26 to said top, with the ends 
thereof projecting into the legs 22, Screws 32 are 
turned down to draw the legs slightly in Wardly 
and the brace provides a rigid interconnection 
between a corresponding pair of legs and the 
panel. The brace is so designed that it prevents 
flexing through the curved portions 2 and also 
prevents lateral flexing as between the legs 22 
through the angular arrangement of arms 28 and 
attachment of the bend to the panel. 
words, such rigidity is established between panel, 
rails and legs that a table so constructed is Suf 
ficiently impervious to undesirable flexing as to 
render it highly satisfactory for use under Sub 
stantially all circumstances. 
As the invention is disclosed with an extension 

top table, the drawing shows the means of pro 
viding an intermediate leaf 33. The ends of this 
leaf are formed with depending lips proportioned 
to be in the plane of the panel lips. Also, a short 
filler member, such as the member 4, is attached 
to the under face of the leaf adjacent the end 
lip. Secured to the filler is a short tubular Sec 
tion 3?. When the leaf is placed on the slides 
6 that are exposed between the inner ends of 

panels f and 2, the top surface will of course 
be in the plane of the panels and 2 and the 
ends of the leaf will form a continuation of the 
panel side edges and the tubular supporting rails 
T. 
Particular attention is directed to the fact that 

the present invention is shown in connection with 
an extension table and therefore each top panel 
supporting structure consists of three parts; 
namely, a combined rail and leg 7, 22, and One 
Wish-bone like brace 24. Thus, the entire Sup 
porting structure involves only six tubular parts, 
four of which are identical. The other tWO 
parts-namely, braces 24-are also identical. 
This construction, as already mentioned, greatly 
reduces manufacturing costs and thereby reduces 
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4. 
the cost to consumers. Similarly, this type of 
Supporting structure for a Solid or single panel 
top enables reduced manufacturing expense as it 
is only necessary to provide two single rails, the 
ends of Which are bent to form the legs, together 
With tWo wish-bone like braces. 
Although applicant has shown and described 

only one modification of his invention, it will be 
apparent that the rail and leg construction, in 
conjunction with the wish-bone like leg brace, 
may be varied to be adapted to other types of 
tables than that shown and described, and that 
Such modification is contemplated as being with 
in the Spirit and Scope of the invention insofar 
as it is set out in the annexed claims. 

Having thus set forth my invention, what I 
claim as new and for which I desire protection 
by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a table having a top panel, a supporting 
Structure comprising a pair of tubular rails ex 
tending along and being secured to the under 
side edges of said panel, inclined legs integral 
With corresponding ends of Said rails, a brace for 
said legs, the central portion of said brace being 
Secured to a central part of the under face of 
said panel, ends on said brace engaged with said 
legs adjacent the juncture of rail and leg, and 
means carried by said brace ends for placing said 
legs under Sidewise tension. 

2. In a table having a top panel with depend 
ing side Inarginal edges, a Supporting Structure 
comprising a pair of tubular rails Secured to the 
under part of Said panel adjacent said marginal 
edges, corresponding portions of said rails being 
curved away from said panel and continuing in 
legs inclined in the direction of the length of said 
table, a wish-bone like brace Secured along the 
bow portion thereof to the under face of said 
panel adjacent an end thereof, divergent arms of 
Said brace being inclined away from said panel, 
ends on Said arms projecting into apertures in 
Said legs, said apertures being below said curved 
portions, and means for drawing said ends into 
Said legs to an extent to create and secure said 
legs under Sidewise tension. 

HANS J. KAUFMAN. 
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